1993 ford f150 engine diagram

If you are interested in knowing more about the Ford F-Series line of pickup trucks, you may
have a specific date and model in mindâ€” was a good year, for instance. Ford's F-Series
sported new exterior sheet metal with a more rounded front end that improved aerodynamics.
Replaceable halogen bulbs were inserted into headlights made from impact-resistant housings
that blended into the new fenders. The grille, tail lights, and all of the truck's moldings and
emblems were redesigned to match the new body panels. Updates inside the pickup truck
included a new dash, seats, door panels, and interior trim. Its redesign brought quite a few
changes to F-Series mechanicals, including:. In addition, both the three-speed manual
transmission and manual steering was discontinued. Furthermore, 4WD trucks with manually
locking front hubs could be towed with all four wheels on the ground without disconnecting the
driveshaft thanks to a new hydraulic pump that worked when the driveshaft was turning. This
kept the transfer case gears lubricated even if the engine wasn't running. Ford made just a few
changes to F-Series trucks. Pickups with the 5. This was another year with a few significant
updates. On SuperCab trucks with captain's chairs, both front seats had a tilt and slide
mechanism to make entry and exit easier. Other changes focused on trim and color choices.
The four-speed electronically controlled automatic overdrive transmission, which replaced the
C6 three-speed automatic transmission starting in late , was now the standard for all trucks. The
4WD trucks also had automatic locking front hubs as standard equipment, but manual hubs
were available as an option. Ford offered two different sport packages in late One included body
and tailgate stripes and body-colored styled steel wheels ; the second tacked a black tubular
bumper and a light bar with off-road lights to the first package. For , an electronic switched
transfer case became available on 4WD trucks with the 5. The "Nite" model became
availableâ€”an all-black truck with red or blue stripes and special decal. Buyers could opt for
either the 5. The F-Series trucks are sometimes considered an entirely new generation, but
changes were really more of a facelift than a true redesign. Updates included a new grille,
bumper, headlights, fenders, and hood frontâ€”all more rounded to help reduce wind drag.
Inside, a new dash and instrument panel were installed. Heating and air-conditioning controls
were tweaked and the glove compartment was enlarged. Ford also offered a 75th-anniversary
package on its F-series, which consisted of a stripe package, a silvery-colored step bumper,
and special 75th-anniversary logos. Ford's base truck was christened with a new name in
Cruise control was now an electronic system allowing the driver to increase or decrease speed
by one MPH when tapping the accelerate or decelerate buttons. This was the first model year to
also experience problems with cruise control, resulting in a recall for switches that could
combust regardless of whether the vehicle was running or not. The first SVT Lightning truck
entered the scene this year as well. It featured a 5. The truck was available with a reprogrammed
four-speed automatic transmission with an auxiliary cooler. The rear axle was a limited slip unit
with 4. The SVT Lightning's suspension was set up for handling and performance, and its
steering provided quicker response than steering on a typical F Inside were six-way adjustable
sport seats with lumbar controls and a console between them. A tachometer and MPH
speedometer were part of the truck's instrumentation. Exterior modifications included a body
color-matched front bumper and a lower front air dam with integrated fog lamps. Ford added a
high-mount brake light to the rear of truck cab roofs. More safety-related moves included a
security package with remote keyless entry and an intrusion alarm. Driver-side air bags and
door intrusion beams became standard equipment on F-Series trucks. An automatic
transmission became standard equipment as well, and trannys were fitted with a shift lock that
prevented drivers from shifting out of park unless the brake pedal was depressed. The previous
four-speed automatic transmission was replaced with a new four-speed automatic overdrive for
trucks equipped with the 5. Ford introduced an off-road package for 4WD trucks that included
skid plates, a handling package, and off-road decals for the bedsides. And all air-conditioning
systems contained CFC-free r refrigerant instead of r SuperCab models were fitted with a new
bench seatâ€”the previous jump seats disappeared. The F-Series changed little for this last year
before a major redesign. At this point, Ford began to phase in seats with integrated headrests
and eliminated the anti-theft aspect of the keyless entry system. Dale Wickell. Dale Wickell is an
automotive expert who has worked in the industry for more than four decades. Updated August
17, Does anyone know where I can find a diagram that would show the hoses located on the 5. I
have a coolant leak coming from a small, straight hose located to the immediate left and slightly
below the curved, water pump bypass hose and I've been unable to identify what the name or
part number of that specific hose is. I suppose that just the size of the hose in question would
suffice as an answer, but I'm less than a master mechanic and don't know if my description
would be enough information for someone to be able to identify the hose in the first place.
UnemployedLuchador answered 2 years ago. It's only a few inches long. It connects two parts
of the engine together. It runs nearly vertical, at a slight angle. It looks a little smaller in

diameter than the heater hoses. It's to the immediate left and slightly below the water pump
housing and nearly touches the bypass hose. If it is a hose, does it have a hose clamp on each
end? If so, maybe the hose clamp is loose? Or just take it loose and take it to the autostore,
show them what you need. If the hose isn't preformed or hard plastic, a piece of heater hose the
right length and a couple of hose clamps may work fine? Of course, I can't see anything from
here. I have a coolant leak coming from a small, straight hose located to the immediate left a I
need the diagram for the wiring of the fuel system for my F Supercab 4x4 dual fuel tanks. I
cannot figure out where this vaccum hose goes. There is nothing to attach it to within the length
of the hose, so I think it may have been cut. Any ideas? My Ford f cranks but will not start. It has
plenty of spark, fuel pressure. I'm not sure what could be the problem any ideas? I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself
With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. My 93 F has an
issue with a slightly rough idle, a slight hesitation when pressing the gas, and a surging when at
a constant throttle position. I've replaced the entire ignition system, including the distributor
and verified the plug wire routing, replaced the TPS and EGR position sensor. EGR works
properly. This problem is only in closed loop. While the engine is cold everything seems to work
fine. I can open the throttle a bit, say , and there's a surge, or maybe you could call it an
"anti-surge" where the rpms will drop a bit and engine roughens up a bit, then it goes back up
and smooths out, then cycles back down. Seems to be more prominent when under load like
when going up a hill at around 40 MPH. Vacuum system is tight, zero leaks. You can even hear
air rush in to the vacuum line to the brake booster when it's disconnected after shutting down
the engine. I cleaned the throttle body and replaced the TB gasket. Checked the fuel pressure
and it's 35lbs with the regulator vacuum line connected and 45 the line disconnected. Same on
both tanks. New fuel filter as well. MAP sensor seems to be working. No MAF sensor for this
truck. I'm totally out of ideas. Do you. Has truck been checked for trouble codes? Here are two
guides to help us get started. Was this answer. Haven't checked to see if the MAP will hold a
vacuum yet but will do that right now. I'll give the booster valve a check as well. OK, booster
valve works as advertised and MAP will hold a vacuum. Also, no codes. Did you get a code 11
or ? I checked the codes a few weeks ago and the only abnormal code I got was for the EGR
position sensor which I then replaced and the code cleared. If I recall, I did get a code. Mind
checking again we need a clue Was this answer. Good to go. I'll check it again and get back with
you in a couple hours. Yep, got a Well out of ideas myself without being there. Really fits
vacuum leak try removing EGR vacuum see if that helps. Have gone around intake spraying
Carb cleaner to find leak? Sure have. No indication of a leak. Any idea of what sensors come in
to play when the computer goes in to closed loop? Thanks for your help! Every sensor comes
on line to control timing, fuel ect. And a code would set. Try this unplug IAC what happens to
idle and surge? Sounds good. I'll give that a shot. With the IAC disconnected you have to keep
the throttle open to idle. No change in surging. With EGR vacuum disconnected and plugged,
no diff in surging and you get a check engine light. I concur that this seems like a vacuum leak
issue but the system is completely tight. Actually I've never seen one this tight on a vehicle this
old so I was really surprised. Doesn't sound like one but do think there might be a compression
issue? Note that this truck sat for about two years until last fall. I purchaced it from the guy that
bought it from the guy who let it sit. Maybe a valve seating issue. Hook up a vacuum guage to
intake. Or does it flicker in relation to idle? Great idea! Unfortunately steady at 18 at idle. Varys
with engine RPM. Drops about 8 when the throttle is pressed then goes back up to 20 or so
depending on RPM. Has initial timing been checked? Is it stable and does it advance with RPM
incresce? Haven't tested the cam or crank sensors. Doc had similar sorta issues with wife's
Escape Reckon my symptoms are sorta the same as his? I had input from here also. Ended
differently Disregard all of this, if we're not on the same country road Thought I'd sling it out
there, for observation anyway. Open for any questions with mine. Hope it's simpler than mine!
Random or none on level ground. Every now and again at idle, but very seldom. Then "genuine
plugs". Bah-Hum-bug, nothing wrong with the other new ones, I just installed! Mega Vacuum
leak search several times. I really hated taking off the "Plenum" so many times to access the
other 3 cylinders Each part seem to fix it for a day or two. I did not mind replacing the
suggested parts, as I am all for "PM" and she's got , miles on her rig. The final cure was 3
misfiring lucked into the correct cylinder I was gonna swap a new coil pack down the line, till it
stopped 3 was the ticket! I had tried to get the Technical school to ride me with their portable

machinethings did not work out, with their schedule. So happened, the salvage yard guy had a
machine, in a stored code, it said 3 had misfired. My little scanner could not tell me that! Always
stick with a Jeep CJ, You can diagnose them, as you hear 'em drive by! The Medic Was this
answer. When you state replaced everything in ignition was coil replaced? OK just talked with a
Frien who is Ford Tech said that plug wire miss routing will cause miss and surge see diagrams
route this way. If and routed next to each other surge will happen. Images Click to enlarge.
Medic, Thanks for the advice. Got them on my wife's Volve though so I'm familiar with what
you're speaking of. Please login or register to post a reply. Easy step by step guide on how to
repair an automotive engine that is surging, this information pertains to most vehicles and is
listed in the order of popularity. Ford F 4x4 With 4. Truck Has Sat For 2 Months. Ran Fine
Before. Hesitation, Surging Ford, Ecololine , , I Just Purchased This Van. Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free! The connecting rods were shortened to allow the use of the same
pistons as the It replaced the early in the model year. The most common form of this engine
used a two-barrel carburetor, initially with 9. It had hydraulic lifters and valves of 1. Optional
was a four-barrel version rated at hp kW at 4, rpm. The was manufactured in Windsor from to
This is where the Windsor name comes from. In , the manufacturing of the engine was moved
from Windsor, Ontario to Cleveland, Ohio. Along with the move came most changes that stayed
with it for the remainder of its life. These were longer valve stems with rotating lash caps, bottle
neck type rocker studs for a positive stop nut arrangement and a longer pushrod to correct
valve train geometry. Emission regulations caused a progressive reduction in compression
ratio for the two-barrel, to 9. In that year, U. By , its power dropped as low as hp 91 kW. Until fuel
injection began to appear in the s, net power ratings did not rise above hp kW. From the car
model year, the became more commonly known as the 5. In the carbureted engine was replaced
with throttle-body fuel injection. For the model year, Ford went to sequential multi-port fuel
injection which is identifiable by the large intake with the EFI 5. Electronic fuel injection first
appeared for the on the Lincoln Continental in The first incarnation of the 5 litre or 5. A water
passage revision and a firing order change for High Output variants saw out the 5. These specs
may not be correct for your application. Verify your engine specs with a service manual for your
year and model. Always torque bolts in three equal increments. Bore X Stroke: 3. Sealer water
jacket 70 ft-lbs. Rocker Arms Engine Oil 20 ft-lbs. Oil Pump Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs. Oil Pan Engine
Oil 15 ft-lbs. Camshaft Thrust Plate Thread Locker 10 ft-lbs. Cam Bolt upper gear Thread Locker
40 ft-lbs. Front Cover Engine Oil 20 ft-lbs. Valve Cover Engine Oil 10 ft-lbs. Flexplate Automatic.
Flywheel Clutch Thread Locker 85 ft-lbs. Clutch Pressure Plate Thread Locker 35 ft-lbs.
Centerbolt Harmonic Damper Thread Locker 90 ft-lbs. Bellhousing Transmission to Block
Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs. The came with 2 different size spark plugs. Ford switched to the smaller
base spark plug in with the appearance of the D8OE heads. I use to have a in my Ford Ranger.
The returned in as the 5. The block was fitted with revised, taller lifter bosses to accept roller
lifters, and a steel camshaft in , and electronic sequential fuel injection was introduced in While
sequential injection was used on the Mustang beginning in , many other vehicles, including
trucks, continued to use a batch-fire fuel injection system. The speed-density based EFI
systems used a large, two-piece, cast-aluminum manifold. It was fitted on all engines through ,
after which year it was phased out for a mass-air type measuring system in most applications
non-California compliant Panther platform cars retained the speed-density system until the
Lincoln Town Car received the Modular V8 for model year , and the Crown Victoria and Grand
Marquis for The MAF system continued, with minor revisions, until the retirement of the engine
in Ford Factory 5. In mid, the Explorer and Mountaineer 5. They also had smaller cc combustion
chambers for added compression, and the combustion chamber shape was revised to put the
spark plug tip near the center of the chamber for a more even burn. These GT40P heads are
considered by many enthusiasts to be extremely efficient. Featured on the 93 Cobra and Cobra
R fox Mustangs. It apparently flows the best of the 3 designs, albeit a very small amount. Easier
to find an early version. You can tell right away which version the upper is, the later ones had
two surfaces, in the middle where the EGR was is a channel instead of one complete flat surface
for all 8 ports, you get 4 on each side. Very hard to find and desirable lower intake manifold.
This would have an F3 meaning in the part number. Sold as a kit from the performance catalog
from to , this is a modified Explorer lower intake to fit your fox. Check out the Ford Explorer 5.
From Ford used a cid V8 instead of the The is essentially a cid with the cylinder bores reduced
to 3. Rate
1989 gti
1981 isuzu trooper
2000 dodge ram 1500 dashboard
d power SAE net was hp kW , depending on year and application. Cylinder heads, which were

specific to this engine, used smaller combustion chambers and valves, and the intake ports
were oval whereas the others were all rectangular. The only externally visible clue was the use
of an open-runner intake manifold with a stamped-steel lifter valley cover attached to its
underside, reminiscent of previous-generation V8 engines. Some variants i. Mercury Grand
Marquis were fitted with a variable-venturi carburetor which were capable of highway fuel
economy in excess of 27 MPG. As mentioned above, the only externally visible cue was the use
of an open runner intake manifold. See the photos below:. Torque Specifications These specs
may not be correct for your application. Always torque bolts in three equal increments Bore X
Stroke: 3. Outer Main Cap Bolts Engine 40 ft-lbs. Connecting Rod , , Engine Oil 25 ft-lbs.
Cylinder Heads Engine oil blind hole Sealer water jacket 70 ft-lbs. More Articles:.

